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A recap of the latest coverage highlights from the BEHR and KILZ brands, industry updates and competitor news.

BEHR ANNOUNCED THE MOST COLORFUL JOB OF THE SUMMER
Inspired by the insight that people are fascinated by the names of their favorite paint colors, Behr announced it was

seeking one Color Explorer to travel the U.S and Canada, source color inspiration, and create and name new Behr
paint colors. The colorful “dream job” was announced in a press release  on April 24 and in just two weeks the PR
team has already earned more than 160 articles and broadcast segments, including features on Xennial-focused

publications like Thrillist,  Elite Daily, AFAR, Travel + Leisure and many other far-reaching outlets like Business
Insider, CNBC, and Toronto Sun. With all of the earned publicity, Behr has received nearly 10,000 applicants to date.

Look for more updates on the Color Explorer program later this summer.
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DUNN-EDWARDS
INTRODUCES ONLINE PAINT-
ORDERING SERVICE
Dunn-Edwards recently
announced the launch of its online
ordering service for painting
professionals. The new service
allows contractors to order paint
and supplies online through their
desktop or mobile device before
picking up the order at a local Dunn-
Edwards Paints location.

DUNN-EDWARDS RELEASES
INSTACOLOR ID FOR PROS
In other Dunn-Edwards news, the
paint brand recently introduced
InstaColor iD, a new color-matching
tool that connects to mobile
devices, allowing professional
painters and designers to quickly
determine the color of a surface.
According to Coatings World, the
handheld device retails for $89.99.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS’ NEW
DEVICE LETS YOU THINK IN
COLOR
Sherwin-Williams Coil Coatings
launched “Thinking in Color," a user-
generated content color spectrum
created to unlock colors created by
the mind. Knowing architects are
always seeking color inspiration,
the headset uses brain wave–
monitoring technology to generate
hues based on brain activity.
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ACCORDING TO GOOGLE, THESE DECOR
TRENDS ARE OFFICIALLY OVER
Domino shared the once-popular décor trends that are
now over. Google search trends prove that futons, lava
lamps, tiffany lamps, beaded curtains, fake fruit and
inspirational plaques are out, and more contemporary
alternatives—like modular sofas and sleek chandeliers
—are in.

LOWE’S LAUNCHES “GEN T” TO FILL
MILLIONS OF TRADE JOBS
Lowe’s is spearheading Generation T, an organization
with the mission to cll millions of skilled trade jobs.
According to Business Insider, the retailer teamed up
with 60+ businesses to set up “Gen T,” a marketplace
for jobs and educational programs for anyone
interested in pursuing a career in the skilled trades
industry.

WHAT ARE CHIP AND JOANNA GAINES UP
TO?
Chip and Joanna Gaines revealed their latest
renovation project—their own television network.
According to USA Today, the new channel is set to
launch in summer 2020 and will replace Discovery’s
DIY network. The couple will star in a new signature
show on the network, among other potential series,
that goes beyond home renovation.

INT-O YELLOW: A COLOR WITH A CAUSE
Artist Uncle Riley and Pantone teamed up to develop
International-Optimism Yellow (INT-O Yellow), a color
created to raise awareness for Mental Health Month
in May. Throughout the month, INT-O Yellow will
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in May. Throughout the month, INT-O Yellow will
partner with local communities to shed light on the
stigma surrounding mental health and generate more
optimism in the world.

PANTONE COLOR TREND ALERT: NATURE REMASTERED
Inspired by organic matter and the power of nature, Pantone Color Institute released a new color palette called

Nature Remastered. According to Pantone, designers and artists are becoming one with nature by manifesting the
power of plants in their designs and exploring new material opportunities while rejecting all things articcial.

Thank you! 

- Behr PR Team + Olson
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